Summary A computerized systems model is being developed to help assess the relative merits of the various accelerator systems that appear able to meet the requirements for inertial fusion with high energy heavy ion beams. Assessment involves calculating the total cost and parameters that are critical to technical feasibility. Current results showing cost trends and important technical parameters for rf linac/storage ring systems using ions of different mass, charge state, and kinetic energy are presented.
Introduction
Conceptual design work during the past two years has resulted in widespread agreement that a number of accelerator systems involving a large range of parameters are available for a high energy ion beam fusion system for power production. Candidate systems include rf linacs or an arbitrary, practical number (100). The minimum required may turn out to be larger than the maximum allowed. This disqualifies the set of parameters but registers the usefulness of an invention or other means to change the limits if the cost for the set of parameters is particularly attractive. Storage Rings The number of rings required to store the total energy needed for pellet ignition is based on the space charge limit (assuming a tune shift of 1/4). Usually, the ion energy is optimized for least cost and several values of the charge state are run so the parameters can be inspected. Initially, the emittance used in this calculation is the maximum targettable emittance or an arbitrary value regarded as a practical limit for extraction (20 mrad-cm). To allow even comparison between systems using different particle energies and charge states, the emittance is subsequently reduced to make all rings have the same bunching factor since the emittance is and the bunching factor is not directly involved in costing.
The radius of the rings is increased from the radius of curvature of the bending magnets by the maximum of the amount needed to a) accommodate bunch compression cavities or b) reduce the average electric beam current to an imposed upper limit (100 amperes). The bunch compression model assumes that the differential velocity from front to rear is caused by repeated passes through rf cavities. The calculation includes the effect of the longitudinal space charge force. Larger numbers of bunches reduce the voltage requirement. However, the number of bunches is assumed to be equal to the number of beams and the maximum number of bunches is found by minimizing the combined cost of bunch compression and final transport subject to the limitations of targetting or practicality applied to the number of beams.
The number of turns of injection (N) is calculated using the final linac current. The emittance is increased by VN and it is verified that the result does not exceed the allowed maximum emittance.
Synchrotron The space charge limit is evaluated at injection. Since the injection energy affects the required acceptance and therefore the cost of the synchrotron magnet, the injection energy is selected by minimization of the combined costs of the synchrotron and the linac injector. The The cost of magnets is proportional to the product of the magnetic rigidity and the area of the bore. The bore area is assumed to be proportional to a + be. The coefficients, a and b, are derived from cost estimates for the Fermilab main ring and booster synchrotrons4. With cost in dollars, emittance in mrad-cm, and Bp in Gauss-cm, a = 0.0124 and b = 0.00634.
2.
The entire cost of linacs is assumed to be a constant times the total voltage. Values of 50 and 100 k$/MV are used as representative of high current linacs. 3.
Buildings are priced at 300 $/m2. 4.
The cost of synchrotron rf cavities is assumed to be a constant times the voltage gain per turn.
The constant used is 6M$/MV, derived from the cost estimate for the rf cavities in the Fermilab booster4.
5.
The cost of bunch compression is assumed to be proportional to the total voltage required. A cost factor of 30 k$/MV was derived from the breakdown of the cost estimate for the Fermilab linac4. 6 .
The cost of final transport is assumed to be proportional to the total length times the bore of the transport tubes. The length of the lines is equated to the radius of the storage rings or synchrotrons and the radius is taken to be the maximum of a) an assumed minimum, b) V', (, = betatron oscillation length, assumed to be 10 meters), or c) the minimum radius for which the electric field at the tube surface due to the beam is below the field emission limit (assumed to be 500 kV/cm). The cost factor derived from the Fermilab quadrupoles is 600 k$/m3.
7.
A fixed cost of 1 M$ is assumed for the preaccelerator. 
Order of Calculations

Discussion
The model of linac/storage ring systems is most developed at present. Data for such systems which give minimum cost with xenon and uranium for a range of charge states are shown in Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 . Column 4 of the table differs from the plotted cases in that the linac cost factor was changed to 100 k$/MV. The main indications of these data are:
1.
Xenon appears to be as economical as uranium for rf linac/storage ring systems.
2.
An intermediate charge state gives the best economics. Figure 2 shows the component cost trends that give this result. A major cause for the minimum is the higher prestripper linac voltage for the highest charge states.
A previously recognized technical question is underscored by the number of turns of injection required for the systems shown in Table 1 . The large number of turns needed for the least cost systems for all charge states for both xenon and uranium (with the greatest requirement for +1) highlights the importance of the linac current and injection technique questions.
Future Work Many additions and improvements to the computerized model are needed. As soon as possible, the costing assumptions should be checked with sufficiently elaborate conceptual designs of components such as bunch compression cavities.
Thin lens formulas are being incorporated to assess the problems and cost of lens systems. Spot calculations of the length of quadrupole triplet systems indicate that the requirements may be excessive for some cases, especially the highest energy, heaviest, and most lightly charged ions.
The practicality of the bunch compression requirements must be analyzed and the importance of voltage linearity and rf frequency on cost studied. The feasibility of rapidly crossing resonances during compression also needs to be studied.
The synchrotron model will be augmented by including systems with storage rings and systems with one or more synchrotrons at one or more intermediate energy level as well as one or more synchrotrons for the peak energy. 
